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strated' eight years ago that  several sugars result thus, 
among them a fermentable one, called by me methose 
and declared later to  be inactive laevulose by Fischer. If 
we now express our view on the formation of albuminous 
matter in plant cells, especially in the microbes, by eclua-
tioas, we obtain: 

I. 4CH,O +NH,=C,R,NO,+zH,O 
r2------

formic aldehyde asparaginic 

aldehyde 


11. 3C,H7N0,=C,,I-I17N,0,+aH,0 

unlortunately dead in person but living and immortal in 
the nlemory of man as heroes of science and of humail 
knowledge. Amongst these we may enumerate Lyell, 
Dana, Scaccl-ii, Palmieri, Silvestri and Phillips, whilst a t  
present inally younger and gifted investigators are not 
wanting. 

No other branch of science has been so heavily burdened 
by extravagant hypotheses which have so much retarded 
its progress as that  of vulcanology. It is not only in the  
first half of the present century that  we find an extensive 
literature, the production of me11 who advertised thein-
selves as scientists ~vlleu in trnth they did little else but111. ~C,,H,,N,O,+I~E-I+H,S=C,,IJ,,,N,,SO,,+~I~~O. 

simplest expression 
for albumen 

This theory would doubtless indicate the simplest may 
possible for the formation of proteids; it is true, that 
some ohjectioar. could be raised especially in regard to  
equation I., but we mill a t  a future occasion explain what 
principal conclusioi~s dratvn from this hypothesis were 
confirmed by experiments. 

1NTROI)UC'TORY AT)DRESS 'YO A COURSE 01; 
1,EC'I'URES ON TrULCANOI,OGY I N  THE R 
UNIT'. O F  NAP1,ES. 

n y  H. J. JOHNSTON-LATIIS, RI.I)., W. R.c.s., F.G.s., E'TC., 
NAPLES, I T A L Y .  

VULCANOLOGY,or the science which concerns volcanoes 
and their phenomena, is a very important branch of 
geology, or the science which treats of the earth's crust 
in general. Geology is yet hardly a century old, became 
before that time it consisted of little else than a collection 
of romantic hypotheses and incredible superstitions. This 
remark applies with still greater force to  vulcanology, for 
the study of which it is most necessary to possess an ex-
tensive knowledge of physics and chemistry, besides a 
highly deve lo~ed  faculty of observation. Notwithstanding, 
for a century or  two previous to  the  niueteenth there 
were acute observers, and we in Naples well know such 
ilailles as those of Sorrentino, 1)uca e Padre della Torre. 

'fowards the end of the last century the active and extinct 
volcanic regions of Italy attracted the  attention of four 
great scientists, each of a different nationality: these four 
illustrious men were Spallanzani, Sir William Hamilton, 
1)olomien and Breislak. Although their nationality mas 
different, they had two merits in common-that of scientific 
truth and that  of Baconian methods of reasoning. 111 
other words, they were pure scientists, since by that  term 
we understand one who observes carefully, recortls neither 
rnore nor less than he observes and draws from these facts 
and those collected by others his conclusioils without 
disregard to  a clear knowledge of the principles involved, 
and without imagining facts that  never existed which give 
rise to the enunciation bf romantic hypotheses and 
scientific castles in the  air. I t  is therefore more to  these 
four men that  we owe the advance of human knowledge 
concerning volcanoes than to  all the writers who preceded 
them. 

In  the  first years of the nineteenth century, vulcano-
logical literature was enriched by many scientists, because 
as the allied sciences were then making great strides, they 
were able t o  offer t o  vulcanologists inuch more pon7erful 
and accurate means of investigation. 'Yhus we had H~i in-  
boldt, Scrope, Daubeny, Pilla and C;emmellaro. 

Following these came a phalanx of illustrious stutfents 
of that branch of geology, some still amongst us, others 

write ineinoirs and books to  promulgate and sustaii~ 
fantastic, extravagant, imaginary and iinpossible hypoth- 
cses. Even to-day only those who like myself have had 
the misfortune to be obliged to  review the vulcanological 
literature can appreciate the large quantity of rubbish 
which is yearly published in the  name of science. Never-
theless, anlongst so much of this chaff we do meet ivith 
grain, but also very good grain. 

As a subject of study, Vesuvius holds the  first place in all 
vulcai~ological investigations of this and the  last century. 
X few figures mill make this fact  more evident. Some 
four years since my wife and rnyself collected the  titles 
of books, memoirs, and other writings referring to  the 
south Italian rolca!loes for the purpose of publishing a 
1)il)liographical list. n'e found the following numbers: .., -Grahanl's Island or Isola Ferdiilan8ea 

Roccamonfina 
1,ipari Islands -
Alban Hills 
Campi Phlegrzi 
Rtna 
Vesuvius 

28 
3 3 - 1x9 

2 1 0  

- 539 
880 


I552 
From this table we comprehend how much has been 

written concerning our great active volcano, which we 
find constitutes nearly half of what has been ivritten about 
all the  rolcanic regions south of Rome. If me add t o  
these the titles referring to the  Campi Phlegrai we then 
find that  in a total of 3361 not less than aogr concern the 
volcanic (tistrict around Naples. Let  me, however, g i re  
you a still more striking fact. The  Naples branch of the  
St. Alpine Club possesses the  richest ~rulcanological 
library in existence. 'I'he catalogue contains more than 
7000 entries of papers, books and manuscripts. However, 
in this nu~nber  are included books that  not only treat  of 
vulcanology but in a large part refer t o  seismology and t o  
a sinaller extent to  geology. I t  will be seen, therefore, 
that  the Neapolitan volcanic district represents more than 
a quarter of all vulcanological literature. 

'It is true that the history of Etna  and the Eolian 
Islailds reaches farther back than that  of Vesuvius, but on 
the other hand the history of this latter is by far the most 
complete. I'ro~n a chronological point of view Vesuvius 
and also the Campi Phlegrai have a more important 
place in history than any of their rivals. Even if the 
Pompeiians, the I'Ierculaiieans and the Stabians did lose 
all their property eighteen centuries since, the modern 
world has recovered i t  as achzological treasures whose 
value represents, from the  point of view of culture, many 
times the original one, and the compound interest on the 
same for the whole interval; and this we owe to  our 
Tresuvius. 'The phlegrean region around Naples is so en- 
chained with the poetry of the heroic and classic periods, 
that  w i t h o ~ ~ t  legends of of Pithecusa, ofit the Cuma, 
Sp:trctacns, of Partenope, of Raja and so many others, 
which fills pages and pages of ancient history, would not 
exist. 

Sometimes poetic ec5tasy attacks the mind of the 
scientist; for quite the contrary to  what the  general 
public bclieve, sc.icnce, rather than abolish poetic senti-
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ment, further devetopes it, but in a inore s e r io~~s  and re- 
filled form. If you wil l  allow me I will describe to you 
one of my day dreiin~s concerning the ground that we are 
now stand~ng on, and which we will entitle the "Campailia 
Felice w~thout its Volcanoes." 

When, as we wander around Naples, we reach the hill 
of Cttma and we encounter a few rroinect walls and a few 
pot-sherds that peep out through the rich vcgetaticln of 
that spot, where now the oilly inhabitants are the goats 
and the I~aards, our imagination speeds back for nearly 
three millenniums when this same rock, almost in its 
present state, mas chosen by the daril?g Greek navigators 
as the site of their new colonial towrr. All of XISknow7 the 
history of Curna, ali of us know that this little bit of Italy 
for the half of historic time held a very in~portant place. 
We are deeply impressed when we make an elfort to con-
ceive clearly what three thousand years really is, how 
inany generations lived and died during that time and in 
that place--but far, far greater are we impressed ahell we 
thirik that three thousand years is but a fraction in the 
,groZ(;gicni history of that h~ll ,  and finally our mind fails to 
grasp the value of time when tve consitier that the physical 
record of this hill is not more than a minute fraction of 
the geological recorcis of our globe. 

iVlthout going very Car back in the geological history 
of our region I will ask you to follow me to the first part 
of t h e  ~tliocene epoch, an epoch, as all knonr, ton-
sictereci quite near our own time. All of us now admire 
the beauty of the Gulf of Naples, which has few rivals iin 

the eutire world: but at that time its conformation was 
very diilerent to what it is now. It  then fornled a very 
much larger gulf, represented to-day by the plain we call 
the C~r~~pa/r.irr. with a large ])art of the 'I'erra tliIfi.ii~e 

I.avoro. \j7e must figure to ourselves a broad gulf, lintrted 
on the north by the proinontory of Gaeta, where its con-
fines were limited by h ~ g h  iintestone cliffs. Its coast had 
roughly the followt~zg t r e ~ ~ t i :  l+om Gaeta, it corresponrfed 
with the present p;oviuciaf road to close under Cacltel-
forte and from there was almost representetl by the valley 
of the Garigiiano as Ear as the gorge hetween Mt. Faito 
and Mt. (:ammino, by which narrow strait it wa.: in com- 
munication with he sea covering the present plain of 
Cassino. i\7;Vindinground the south of Mi. i:rimiaino,it again 
extended northwasds to Mignano. 'I'he eastern coast c l f  
this strait corresl~oncled with the present line of railway 
from hfignano to 'Tavertla S. Fellre, which coast till-nirrg 
eastwards passeti ui~der Prescnznno to extend into thc 
mountailis by the valley of the Votttirno. From this 

The great fissure in the earth's crust which corre~poncls 
with the western coast of Italy, and along which were 
forn~ettthe Italian volcanoes, opened a way for the igneous 
magma to the bottom of this gulf. Nur~~erousermptive 
centres were formed, givii~grise to the volcanoes of 'I'schia, 
Koccamonfina, Canlpi Phlegrxi and Vesuvius. 'l'he order 
in which these different grollps were formed is slill an un-
solved enigma. 'l'schia, as Elas been long Itnown, shows 
by the fossiIiferous deposits clothing its flanks to have 
untlergone great elevation since its original formation, and 
as we have no such evidence in the other volcatioes, we 
m u s t  conclude for the greater antiquity of l'schia. I also 
believe that the volcanic group of lioccamonfina is very 
much older than that of the Phlegrzan Fields and 
Vesuvius because we find thep$er-fzo and thep$ernoitd tila; 
very old volcanic deposits in these regions, fo,rn!ing a 
mantle over Kocdamonfina when it was almost a complete 
mounfain. I t  must not be forgotten, however, that in  the 
"Museum Breccia " first described by me w e  have 
ericlellce of the effusion in these regions of many varieties 
of roelts long anterior to the p@erno. 

Gradually the large quantity of lava and fragmentary 
materials thatwere ejected at the bottom of the gulf 
greatly diminished its depth, and this, combineti with 
general elevation, resulted in the emergence of a n~lrnber 
of volcanic islands a t  Koccamonfina, 'I'schia, Naples; ancl 
probably Vesuvius was a t  first, like the others, an isfal;d. 
Constant general elevation soon drove back the sea, leau- 
ing high and dry ail that regioil we so well know. 'I'his 
plain with its volcanic hills and mouatains constitutes one 
of the most beautiful, the most fertile and the healthiest 
regions of our earth if man were more capable of apprecist- 
iug, enjoying anci (leveloping this $ t ~ z o  rLi riel0 cnriuto i ~ z  
t(; ' /-~'fZ. 

So many are the advantages that our 'Vesuvius offers to 
i!le student of vulcanology that I think it aclvisahle to 
pass them ill review. This renowned volcano occupies :I 

very central position ir2 the civilized part of the globe, 
only a few kilometres from Naples, with all the resources 
of a great city, and in communication by nlrlnerous lines 
of passenger vessels and railways with ail parts of Europe 
anti America. Means of visiting Vesuvius are numerous, 
whilst the volcano is now entirely surrounded by a net-
work of raiJwags, besides good roads. By road ancl rail-
nay the top of the mountain call he reached, anri upon its 
flanks can be found hotels and accomnlodatitsn of all kinds, 
besides a meteorological observatory intended to be used 
for the daily study and record of its varying phases. 't'he 

paint the coast, ivinding round several islanris, re/)rese~~Letl simpie b~i t  interesting form of the mountain, the extraor-
to-day by hills and rnciuiltains separateti from thc nlalu 
mass of the Appeniues, cxti:nded into these latter, furin-
iilg so nlauy fiords. 'She sea iheu rovered all the plain, 
and its waves besit the foot of the m>trntains 1)ehind 
Jfietramelara, Pigna:aro Maggiore, Capua, Caserta, Nola, 
Palma, Sarno, Angri and Casteltamare anti then corre-
sponded roughly with the present coast of the peni~lsula of 
Sorrenta. In the m~dcllcof t h i s  great gulf rose two im-
portant isles-Capri and Mr. Eviassico, besitles a quantity 
of smaller ones. Numerous fiords per~etralcd the Ap-
penines where to-clay we have the Garigliano, tile Vol-
turno, Valle di Maddaloni, Vaile Chndina, and the 
Valle di Aveila. in fact this part of the roast of 
Itaiy in those pliocene tirni:s mas very similar in cou-
figuration to that of the Istrian coast of to-day. 

The rivers brought down to the sea sand and mud 
which, set t l~ng at the bottorn of the gulf, preparcd an 
almost fiat sea bed, which Inter a as to  form the founda-
tion of the Campanian pla~a.  At that period the Cam-
pania Felice mas only sea, and where to-clay flourish 
vines, oranges, Iernons and garctens of flowers then only 
grew 'marine algae. 

dinary and unrivalled variety of its productions, wh ich  sur-
pass in rlurnber, beauty and interest those of any other 
volcano yet studieci, are also a matter of nraxirnum im- 
portance to the student. Desides this, ctf equal im-
portance we rntist reckon that contiuuotis activity with 
variation within s~lch limits as to permit detailed study o n  
the spot and still more fully in the unicersity laboratories 
01- elsewhere. 

Besides, scattered over Italy ant1 within a few hours' 
reach are several other active volcanoes, each having its 
own special interest, besides a large number of extinct 
ones ant$ subsitliary volcanic phenomena, all of which 
beyond their scientific interest have a very great im-
portance to the inhabitants from an agricultural, irdustrial 
anct hygienic point of view. Th i s  is  especially the case 
in the immediate vicinity of the active ones, so that it 
becomes the duty of the governinlent to n~aitltain a system 
of observation anri record and to devetog a school in 
which stutierrts niay acquire a scientific knowledge of vul-
canology. 

At Napies me have a chair of terrestrial physics, but as 
under this narne i s  inciuded a vast amount of different 
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groups of phenomena it is impossible for its hoIder to  give 'ABCDE 
a fair share to  vulcanology alone. So far the only chair ABCED 
of vulcanology was that  of Catania, which was so well ABDCE 
occupied by the late Professor 0. Silvestri and which after ABDEC 
his premature death was abolished. ABECD 

These are, therefore, the  reasons why we shall give a ABEDC 
course of lectures on vulcanology in the University of ACDBE 
Naples. My lectures will not be simply theoretical ones, ACDEB 
for we shall make a number of excursions into the sur- ACEBD 
rounding volcanic districts, where we can examine the  MV ACEDB 
phenomena and materials as they occur. ABC D, (20) ADEBC 

ABDCD ADECB 
ABD, C BCDAE 
ACDBII BCT)EA 

S T E R E O C H E M I C A L  THEORY ACD, B BCEAD 
BY T. PROCTOR HALL, PH.D., TABOR, IOWA. BCEDA 

BDEAC
IN the  September number of the Journal of the BCD, A BDECA

Chemical Society Mr. S. U. Pickering points out tha t  BD, AC CIIEAB
the fundamental idea of the tetrahedral arrangement of CD, AB. CIIEBA.
atoms about a carbon atom is that  of the most sym- 3. Hexavalent atoms,-Oktahedron. 
metrical arrangement of four spheres about a fifth cen- 
tral sphere, and that  the same principle leads to  a trian- 
gular arrangement about triad nitrogen and a hexagonal 
arrangement about pentad nitrogen. In the case of the  
carbon atom this idea has proved so satisfactory that  we 
are naturally anxious to  see it tested in regard to  all the  
other atoms. I t  is not, indeed, to  be expected that  the  
actual relations "of atoms in three-fold space can be per- 
fectly represented by any theory which takes account 
only of such relations as can be expressed in a two-fold 
diagram. Hence, stereochemistry will inevitably become 
more and more prominent as our knowledge of molecules ABC, D, 
increases. I t  may be worth while, therefore, t o  consider ABCD, C 
more fully than appears to  have yet been done the  ar- ABCIICD 
rangements which the application of the same funda- ABII, C, 
mental idea require for other atoms having higher atomi- ABI)C, I) 
cities. I n  the following list the number of possible ABDCDC 
isomers of each kind is given. I have made no attempt AC, D, B 
t o  compare these with the facts; indeed that  may not be AC1)CDB 
possible as yet in many cases; but if the fundamental 
stereochemical idea is t o  be fairly tested, one of the first ARCI)E, 
necessities is that  the logical coi~clusions from it should ABIIDCE 
be fairly and fully stated, and this I have tried to do. A, B, C2 ABDCE, 

I n  the formulze following M stands for the central A, BCBC ABECIIIS 
atom, whose valance is given; A, B, C, etc., stand for A, BC, B ABCEIIE 
monovalent elements or  groups about M whose places in A, CBCB ABIIECE 
the diagram are indicated by the  order of their positions AB, C, A ABCE, TI 
in the formula. For example, MBA,CB means that ABCBCA. ABE, CII  
about 111 are grouped two atoms or groups of the kind A, ABECED 
taking the positions marked 2 and 3 in the diagram, two ABDE, C 
of the kind B in the positions I and j, and one of the ABCI), ABE, 1)C 
kind C in the position 4. ABD, C D  ABEI)EC 

I 
I .  A l'etravalent atom may form the  basis of two ACDE, B 

isomeric molecules, namely: ACE, P)B 
ACD,B. A C E D E B  
ABCDEF 

ABEDCF 

ABCEDF 

ABDECF


I ABDCEF 

ABECDF 

2 .  	 Pentavalent atoms,-Hexahedron. 

MV ( AB A- E (six forms) 


A- D " 

A- C " 
A- B " 

4. Heptavalent atoms,-Irregular. 
The  nearest possible approach to  a regular arrange- 

ment of 'seven atoms around one is perhaps that  in-
dicated in Figure 4, in which one atom is above M, three 
others are a t  the corners of a horizontal triangle and the 


